DEVELOPING SOUND FUNDING SOURCES FOR A PUBLIC SAFETY COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM

When approaching how to fund your system, it’s most effective when encompassing the entire life cycle. There are three main phases: Planning and Development, Procurement and Installation, and Operations and Maintenance. Each phase has a different funding profile or requirement.

PLANNING AND DESIGN PHASE is critically important since it influences the overall system cost. This is when short and long-term needs are determined and financial risks are reduced.

INSTALLATION AND PROCUREMENT PHASE is the acquisition of equipment and the installation and testing of the system. This phase is capital intensive for a short period of time and becomes a capital appropriation.

OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE PHASE involves day to day functioning of the communications system. Funding sources for this phase are sourced through the agency’s operating budgets and are dedicated to daily operations.

L3HARRIS RADIO GRANT ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
We at L3Harris are here to help you through this process. From grant research to resources, and alerts to application reviews, we’ve partnered with a team of grant consultants who provide FREE customized assistance to help fund your next communications system.

ACCESS PROFESSIONAL GUIDANCE TODAY